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Abstract- Changes are common for software process today and hence research is required for change-oriented
software engineering. Increase in maintenance costs have become a major concern for developers and users of
software systems. Changeability is an important aspect of maintainability, especially in environments where software
changes are frequently required. In most organizations, now-a-days, software is not secured, contains security
susceptibilities that can be exploited by people with malicious intent to cause financial and physical damage. For this
reason most research efforts have been involved in general development and maintenance processes, which have led
to the implementation of few models. One such model used for software maintenance is maintenance model with
security measures. A quick or an agile development model with security is invented for handling changes and also for
providing security. In this paper a quick development model with security for change-oriented software engineering is
presented. The key benefit of this quick methodology with security is to simplify and handle the change oriented
software engineering process with ease and efficiency. The study in this paper also identifies the software design
issues that need to be addressed during the maintenance stage in order to modify the general maintenance model into
quick and security model for software design and maintenance. The proposed model aspires to avoid design
susceptibilities by taking security features into consideration. In order to study the suitability of such a model, studies
will be conducted with software industry experts, and the results will be analyzed. This quick development model with
security model can be used to train software analysts, designers or software developers as how to make changes
quickly in maintenance phase and to provide security and to maintain secure software designs, while reducing
susceptibility.
Keywords: Change oriented software engineering, software quality, maintenance, change impact, design and software
metrics, Secure Software Design, Task Oriented Maintenance Model, and Design Susceptibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
In typical software development process it is assumed that all the requirements are complete and can be implemented
directly in order to develop the application, but this is not the case for most of the projects today. In this competitive
world changes are frequent to any software product or module which is developed or under development, due to the
market competitions. Priority of requirements changes frequently and only specific development is done which is
urgently required and then later on changes and improvements or change oriented models [1] comes into the picture for
the remaining developed modules.
So requirement engineering is done in parallel by using tools and techniques to software development and
requirement changes often happen to survive in the competitive market.
Whenever there is a request for a requirement, it needs lot of effort in terms of time and cost for analysis, design and
implementation. Theoretically change requirements takes less time than typical development requirements but practically
it takes almost the same or even more time as development for complex change requirements. Quick or agile
development’s refactoring and testing practices accommodate software evolution. [3].
II. PROBLEM BACKGROUND
Maintenance is considered to be the continuous process of making the system to work in proper order till the
retirement of the system. With time the system will deteriorate; hence concept of maintenance along with security is
necessary. Therefore, the main goal of maintenance is to keep the subject’s functionality in tact with that which had been
defined and registered at the time of release [1].
Software maintenance is defined in phases as a solution for fixing a problem or bug. The definition is similar to the
software maintenance definition proposed by ISO/IEC 14764 (1999). However, the IEEE (1994) has also proposed the
following definition [2]: “Software maintenance is the process of modifying a software system or component after
delivery to correct faults, improve performances or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment.”Software
maintenance is defined as a post implementation activity that is started when a system is released to the customer. This
view is well-summarized by the classical waterfall model of the software life cycle, which is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure.1. Software development life cycle model
III. IMPORTANCE AND NEED OF RESEARCH PROBLEM
Change requests, simple or complex needs a complete software development lifecycle, because after analyzing the
requirement it is implemented and integrated with the existing code and then, implemented requirement is verified
against the test cases and also verified against the functionality required.
Once implementation is done and verified, lot of refactoring is required. Hence this refactoring or restructuring often
forces the application to undergo a complete development cycle, including unit, acceptance, and regression testing,
followed by subsequent redeployment.
In a large IT or engineering production system, this can be time consuming and error prone. So to overcome this
problem, work in this research area is of great importance.
IV. OBJECTIVE
This quick model with security is designed for changes, without refactoring and rebuilding and also provides
security. Its objective is to design programs that are receptive to change. Ideally, quick programming allows changes be
applied in a simple, localized way to avoid or substantially reduce major refactoring, retesting, and system builds. Once
the model is implemented, next is to analyze security measures for the design in order to implement the changes.
V. BUILDING A SECURE SOFTWARE
According to (Smith 2009), design weaknesses can be reduced by identifying and capturing security issues through
threat modeling and security requirement analysis in the early stages of design architecture or at the time of redesign in
maintenance, when requests for changes. Generally, design weakness is a flaw in the software system architecture, the
specifications, or low-level or high-level design, and is caused by a security gap or essential oversight during the design
stage. This kind of defects or flaws often occurs because of incorrect assumptions made during the run time environment
and increases the risk that the system will enumerate during deployment.
Few security issues not related to syntax or code, such as business logic flaws, cannot be discovered in code and
necessary to be identified by performing threat models and abuse case modeling during the design stage of the Software
Development Life Cycle. Threat modeling is an analysis technique that helps to identify and reduce design weaknesses in
a product (Smith 2009).
The software life cycle can be categorized into two parts: a) the initial development of software, and b) the
maintenance and operation of software [3]. Software maintenance is an ongoing activity that includes all the work
performed on a software system after it has been made operational, till the expiry of that system. The scope of this
definition covers the fixing or correction of errors, the enhancement, deletion, and addition of capabilities, adaptation to
changes in data requirements and operation environments, and the improvement of performance, usability, or any other
quality attribute. Security-focused software maintenance has yet to receive an appropriate level of concentration from
management. Proper planning would make the implementation of a structured maintenance process more efficient and
effective. [4] Discuss the fact that legacy software is not easy to handle when performing maintenance for security issues.
Legacy software has more complex internal structure, often suffers from the implementation of bad coding practices, and
has weak documentation. In order to overcome these issues, secure software design is taken into consideration in order to
provide a smooth transition from high level design requirements and improve security concerns in software systems.
VI. PROPOSED MODEL
A. Change requirements priority Model with security Analysis and measures
The prioritize model for the newly arrived change request [5] is explained in figure 2. The priority of a new change
request can be decided by considering the various relevant parameters. The most common parameters are current open
tasks list, open bug list, customer inputs regarding the characteristics of newly change requirement, development team’s
input for the new change request in terms of whether this new change request is going to affect the existing design etc.,
and dependencies on other open issues. Based on these parameters the priority of the new change request is calculated
and high priority task list is generated. Next analysis and measures of security attacks can be assessed.
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Figure 2. Change Requirements Priority Model with security analysis and measures
B.

Security model for software Maintenance
Once the change requests are prioritized, now the change requests requirements and design should be processed in a
secured way. According to [6], the objective of secure software development is to analyze, design, implement, configure,
and sustain software systems in which security is an important attribute from the starting of the system’s life cycle
(requirements definition) to its end (retirement). One approach to acquire secure software is to strictly follow to the
secure development, deployment, and sustainment to principles and practices. Most serious software vulnerabilities, and
the corresponding threats that designers and developers do not pay much attention is to, improper input validation or lack
of input validation.
C.

Lack of Input Validation
The system should be tested before delivering to the customer, if the input software system is not tested prior to
delivery, it can allow an intruder or attacker to provide incorrect information or even inject wrong or illegal code that
may be executed by the software.
In the maintenance process when change requests come, after prioritization process, new requirements are added and
if any missing requirements there in the design, can be traced from the requirements by traceability process, as the design
maintenance process is linked with the requirement process in that functional requirements that were focused on can be
connected to the design for secure software. Figure 3 describes the secure software design maintenance process. This
process includes security requirements [7], which are typically derived from functional requirements, based on the
design. In fact, moreover the secure software design process depends on all the security requirement activities that have
occurred, the secure design principles, and guidelines. The results of both processes are equal to the secure design
process. If the design system’s predicted behavior comes adequately close to its requirements, the designers can proceed
to a more detailed level of design or implementation [8]. Analysis of the system design reveals some vulnerability that
provides with the reasons why developers have missed few security requirements. Then, the security requirements
process is checked again to cover the missed design. The models or the processes related to design can be re-evaluated
until the design is secured.

Figure 3: Enhanced Secure Software Maintenance Process
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the advantage of quick or agile development is adopted to simplify the change-oriented software
engineering process. A quick methodology based change oriented software engineering model with security is proposed.
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Here, the proposed model conveys that prioritizing the change requests and by applying good security features the
database and open source software systems can be designed easily and therefore the changes can be implemented
efficiently and effectively. The proposed model is beneficial for the analysis and design of secure software in
maintenance phase, especially in web application systems. The proposed model is helpful for databases and open source
software systems, also be implemented in any other software industry in the world. Software vulnerabilities can be
caused by flaws in software’s requirement specifications, design, or source code or with change requests.
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